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always emeigcs in the infancy of prose fiction, a furtive transition
from the honest to the dishonest, from plain fact or frank inven-
tion to a cunning intermixture of truth and falsehood, with intent
to deceive. And this violation of the rules presently results in
some decisive advance in craftsmanship or art. It is in sailing
under false colours that fiction opens fresh routes and seizes new
territory.
The smugglers and pirates followed in the track of explorers
whose motives were straightforward and abo\eboard.   Distressed
by the state of the country, a man wrote an account of the outcasts Genuine
and criminals infesting London and the Home Counties.  Another an^
called attention to the misdoings of moneylenders and swindlers,^*^^
the tiicks of gicedy tradesmen, the chicanery of lawyers.   Their 0/m'tai
books dealt frankly with  scandals   that   touched every private evils
individual on the raw.   They were illustrated with anecdotes as
spicy as those of the jest-books and which gave point to what was
no laughing matter.  More mercenary writers, seeing the welcome
given to these exposures and their rapid sale, were quickly in the
field with further anatomies of abuses, revelations and caveats,
in which they made up for their lack of first-hand knowledge
by covert thefts  from their  better-informed predecessors, with
incidents which they easily worked up from common report, and
with downright fiction.     In the fervid Puritan and the earnest
advocate of social reform it was neither surprising nor very blame-
worthy if they erred on the side of vividness and were sometimes
carried away by the impulse to be sensational and alarmist.   But
when the professional writer began making capital out of the scare
he went a great deal further, outdoing Jeremiah and Jonah with
his lamentations and denunciations, depicting London as the city
of destruction prefigured in holy writ, and stopping at nothing that
Life and Memoirs of Mrs Behn (1696), probably by Charles Gildon, which is
a mixtuie of some fact, some deductions fiom statements in her novels, and
a large amount of ingenious padding. It has been examined by Dr Ernest
Bernbaum ("Mrs Behn's Biography a Fiction,'* Modern Language Association
of America^ v 28, 1913). He says- "The more worthless the Life and Memoirs
as a biographical document, the greater its value for the history of fiction. . . .
The probabilities are that later icsearch will reveal a whole school of such
fiction masquerading as fact." Mr Montagu Summers is more conservative
in his attitude to the Life and Memoirs (PPotks of Aphra Behn, 1925, I.
introduction)

